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A b s tr a c t
On w-bit processors which are much faster a t multiplying two w-bit 
integers than  at dividing 2 w-bit integers by w-bit integers, reductions of 
large integers by moduli M  smaller than  2w-1 are often implemented 
sub-optimally, leading applications to  take excessive processing tim e.
We present a m odular reduction algorithm  implementing division by 
a m odulus through m ultiplication by a reciprocal of th a t modulus, a well- 
known m ethod for moduli larger than  2w -1. We show th a t application of 
this m ethod to  smaller moduli makes it possible to  express certain  m odular 
sums and differences w ithout having to  com pensate for word overflows.
By embedding the algorithm  in a loop and applying a few transform a­
tions to  the loop, we obtain  an algorithm  for reduction of large integers 
by moduli up to  2w -1 . Im plem entations of this algorithm  can run con­
siderably faster th an  implem entations of similar algorithms th a t allow for 
moduli up to  2w. This is substantiated  by measurem ents on processors 
w ith relatively fast m ultiplication instructions.
It is notoriously hard  to  specify efficient m athem atical algorithms on 
the level of abstract machine instructions in an error-free manner. In 
order to  elim inate the chance of errors as much as possible, we have created 
formal correctness proofs of our algorithms, checked by a mechanized proof 
assistant.
1 Introduction
There are many applications of modular reductions, which are compu­
tations of residues x  mod M  ( “x modulo M ") where x  e  Z and M  e  
Z+. The positive integer M  is called the modulus. The com putation of
x  mod M  is called the reduction of x  by M . The residue x  mod M  is 
sometimes called the remainder (after division of x  by M ).
Often, applications of m odular reductions employ moduli which may 
be (much) larger th an  2w, where w e  Z+ is the word size of a com puter 
processor. Some applications though only employ moduli M  < 2w -1 ,
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which we call small moduli. Such applications include small m odulus spe­
cializations of large integer reduction [GMP], m odular exponentiation, and 
m odular multiplication, for example employed in residue arithm etic and 
in G arner’s algorithm  [Knu98]. Im plem entations of such small-modulus 
specializations benefit from efficient reduction by small moduli.
Unsigned integer arithm etic sets and operations are presented in sec­
tion 2. In section 3 we present an efficient small m odulus reduction 
algorithm  expressed in term s of these sets and operations. The algo­
rithm  -  M odRed -  can be employed to com pute residues x  mod M  for 
M  e  Z | 1 <  M  < 2w-1 and x  e  Z 2\\z M]+w.
In section 4 we show th a t M odRed can be embedded in a loop in order 
to  reduce large integers. Some transform ations are applied to  the loop to 
obtain a more efficient algorithm  -  M ultiRed -  which can be employed to 
com pute residues x  mod M  for M  e  Z | 1 <  M  < 2w-1 and x  e  Z | 0 <  x.
Algorithms M odRed and M ultiRed contain low-word multiplications 
and high-word multiplications but no divisions except by powers of 2. 
This indicates th a t they can be relatively efficiently implemented on pro­
cessors where divison of 2w -bit words by w -bit words is expensive relative 
to  low-word and high-word multiplications. W hile the num ber and kind 
of operations of an algorithm  may give an impression of its efficiency, 
many other factors affect real life performance. In section 5, we therefore 
present performance measurem ents of M odRed and M ultiRed implemen­
tations. The performance of these implem entations is compared w ith the 
performance of a similar im plem entation from [GMP], whose m ethod for 
reducing an unsigned double word by an unsigned word is based on an 
algorithm  proposed in [GM94].
It is notoriously hard to  specify m athem atical algorithms like M odRed 
and M ultiRed in an error-free manner. In order to  obtain a high degree of 
certainty th a t M odRed and M ultiRed are free of errors, we have created 
formal correctness proofs of the algorithms, checked by a mechanized proof 
assistant. This is discussed in section 6.
Related and future work are discussed in sections 7 and 8 while con­
clusions are presented in section 9.
2 Prelim inaries
The algorithms proposed in section 3 and section 4 are expressed in term s 
of the standard  unsigned integer arithm etic sets and operations (on the 
level of abstract machine instructions) shown in the current section, which 
may be skimmed by readers familiar w ith these concepts.
In this tex t, Z+ is defined as {i e  Z | 0 < i}. For each n  e  Z, Zn is 
defined as {i e  Z | 0 <  i < n}.  For each x  e  Z and M  e  Z + , |_MMi is defined 
as the unique integer q e  Z and x  mod M  is defined as the unique integer 
r e  Z M for which it holds: x  =  q M  +  r. Expressions |_ MM i are sometimes 
w ritten like |_x / M i .  We will write mod as a left associative operator w ith 
the same precedence as the m ultiplication operator. For each x  e  Z + , the 
binary logarithm of x  rounded up to the nearest integer, |"lg x ], is defined 
as the (unique) nonnegative integer i such th a t |_ 2r i < x  < 2 \  For each 
x e  Z+, |_lg x i  is similarly defined as the (unique) nonnegative integer i 
such th a t 2% < x  < 2i+1.
For each word size w e  Z+, each x  e  Z 2w is called a w-bit word in 
unsigned w-bit integer arithmetic. Such a word x  may be identified with 
a tuple of w  bits: (|_2^i mod 2)w=01 e  Zw. A w-bit processor provides
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instructions for direct m anipulation of representations of such tuples. For
x , y  e  Z 2w and i e  Z w, instructions for com putation of (x +  y) mod 2w 
(addition), ( x - y )  mod 2w (subtraction), x y  mod 2w (low-word multiplica­
tion), LXwi (high-word m ultiplication), 2Zx  mod 2w (left shift), and L2X-i 
(right shift) are commonly provided. Each of these expressions usually 
takes just a single instruction, while some processors are able to  com­
pute (xy  mod 2w, L2XXW i)  w ith a single instruction. Conditional operations 
are also commonly provided, usually taking a comparison instruction and 
a conditional move or branch instruction. An additional unconditional 
branch instruction may also be involved.
The greatest integer th a t can be represented in unsigned w -bit integer 
arithm etic is 2w — 1. G reater integers are said to  overflow a word, and 
LX i is called the nonzero word overflow of such an integer x.
Tuples of words (L^Xxr i mod 2w)^T01 e  Zkw can represent multi-word 
integers x  e  2wk, also called large integers because they may be much 
larger than  2w — 1. For example, each double word x  e  Z22 w can be 
represented w ith a low word x  mod 2w and a high word L i .  Accessing 
the words of a multi-word integer and composing multi-word integers from 
words may require the use of load and store instructions.
3 A new  algorithm  for sm all m odulus re­
duction
In this section, we present a new algorithm  which can be employed to  com­
pute residues x  mod M  for M  e  Z  | 1 <  M  < 2w-1  and x  e  Z 2\\z m ^+w . 
The algorithm  -  M odRed -  is defined on the level of an abstract machine 
using instructions introduced in section 2. Some applications of ModRed 
are mentioned in section 1.
The m ain idea behind the M odRed algorithm  is to  com pute x  mod M  
as (LXi a mod M  +  x  mod a mod M ) mod M  where a =  2^lg M , and to 
approxim ate Lf  ia  mod M  by d =  Lf  ia  — q M  where q =  LLf iLM i/b i  and 
b =  2w.
The value of q is only 0 or 1 smaller than  LLXXia/Mi ,  as
V y,a ,b  e  Z+ Vx e  Z ab+a : L ^ i — 1 <  L ^ ^ ^ i < L ^ i (1)
y b y
Therefore, d can be equal to  LXXia mod M  or Laaia mod M  +  M . W hen 
M  < 2w -1 , bo th  values lie in Z2w so word overflows do not occur: L i =  
0. The value of L a ia  mod M  is therefore easy to  derive from d w ith 
a conditional subtraction. To the resulting value L a ia  mod M , x  mod 
a mod M  can be added modulo M  to obtain x  mod M , again using only 
w -bit integer arithm etic and w ithout word overflows. If M  would have 
been greater than  2w -1 , word overflows would have had to  be handled w ith 
additional operations. A dditional operations are also needed if x  mod M  
is approxim ated more directly, using equation 65 of section 7. T hat can 
be seen in the udiv_qrnnd_preinv1 macro of [GMP]
By choosing b =  2w, the low word of LfiLM i  is not needed for com­
putation  of q. W hen |"lg M ] < w — 1, then on processors w ith separate 
low-word and high-word m ultiplication instructions, this saves a low-word 
m ultiplication w .r.t. B a rre tt’s algorithm  [Bar87], which is reviewed in sec­
tion 7. Furtherm ore, when b =  2w, the high word of L a  iL M i can on most
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processors be obtained w ithout carrying out any operation after the mul­
tiplication because the high word is already present in a machine register 
after a high-word (or double-word) m ultiplication. This contrasts w ith 
the left shift, right shift, and addition operations which are usually em­
ployed to  divide a double word by 2 rig M1 +1 on a w-bit processor when 
|"lg M "| < w — 1.
These advantages of choosing b =  2w are shared w ith the algorithm 
proposed in section 8 of [GM94]. The low values of M  th a t ModRed 
applies to  -  M  e  Z  | 1 <  M  < 2w-1 -  give rise to  an additional advantage 
relative to  this algorithm, which applies to  M  e  Z  | 1 <  M  < 2w: because 
M odRed does not apply to  moduli M  e  Z  | 2w-1 < M  < 2w, it needs 
fewer operations for taking care of word overflows.
A lg o r ith m  1 M odR ed
In p u ts :  M  e  Z2w, p , t  e  Z w, M ' , v ,u  e  Z2w
O u tp u t :  M odRed(M , p, t, M ' , v, u) =  r'''
where s, s ' , h , h ' , q , q ' , y , d , r , r ' , r ' ' , r ' ' '  e  Z2w are defined with
u
s =  L2p i
2ps mod 2w 
2lv mod 2w 
(h +  s) mod 2w
s
h
h '
q
h' M '
L Ow i2
q =  (q +  h') mod 2w 
y  =  q 'M  mod 2w 
d = (s' — y) mod 2w 
r  =  (u — y) mod 2w
(r — M ) mod 2w
(r' — M ) mod 2w
(r '' — M ) mod 2w
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
if d < M
otherwise (11)
if r ' < M
otherwise (12)
if r '' < M
otherwise (13)
rr =
rr =
rr =
Let C e  { M  e  Z  | 1 <  M  < 2w 1} ^  Zw x Zw x Z2w be defined with
1 2  rig m  i +w
C  (M ) =  (fig M l , w  — fig M I — L M  i , L M  i — 2w) (14)
where M  e  { M  e  Z  | 1 <  M  < 2w -1}. Then, splitting the integer to 
be reduced (x) in its high and low word as explained in section 2, the 
correctness of algorithm  M odRed is expressed by the following theorem:
T h e o re m  3.1 (C o r re c tn e s s  o f M o d R e d )
V M  e { M  e  Z  | 1 <  M  < 2w -1} Vx e  Z 2ils M^+w :
M odRed(M , C ( M ), Lx i , x  mod 2w) =  x mod M  (15)
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D eterm ination of the com ponents of C ( M ) may take place according 
to  m ethods described in e.g. [Knu98] or implemented in e.g. [GMP]. 
Com putation of such values can be tim e consuming in comparison w ith 
evaluating an application of ModRed. It is therefore recommended to  use 
M odRed only if M odR ed(M , C ( M ), L2 xwi , x  mod 2w) for a single value of 
M  is to be com puted for many values of x . A suitable minimum number 
of such values can be determ ined w ith performance measurements. W hen 
a compiler uses M odRed to  generate b e tte r code for x  mod M  where M  
is known a t compile-time, the minimum num ber may be equal to  1 as the 
compiler can precom pute C (M ).
The outcome of one M odRed application may be passed to  the next 
application. This can be seen for example in the algorithm  proposed in 
section 4.
4 R eduction  o f large integers by a sm all 
m odulus
In this section, it will be seen th a t algorithm  M odRed can be placed in 
a loop to  obtain a multi-word reduction algorithm. We will dem onstrate 
how th a t algorithm  can be transform ed to  a more efficient multi-word 
reduction algorithm, called MultiRed.
R ation ale
Algorithm  M odRed can be employed in a loop of k  iterations in order 
to  reduce an integer in Z2wk by a m odulus M  e  Z  | 1 <  M  < 2w -1 . 
This is illustrated by the reduction of a 3-word integer x  =  x 2 2w 2 +  
x 12w +  x 0 where x2,x 1,x 0 e  Z2w: x  mod M  =  (((0• 2w +  x 2)2w +  x 1)2w +  
x 0) mod M  =  (((((0-2w + x 2) mod M )2w + x 1) mod M )2w +  x0) mod M  =  
M odRed(M , C ( M ), M odRed(M , C ( M ), M odRed(M , C ( M ), 0, x 2 ), x 1 ) ,x 0 ). 
In the first loop iteration, the innerm ost M odRed application is evaluated, 
while in the the last loop iteration, the outerm ost M odRed application is 
evaluated. Performance measurem ents of M odRed in a multi-word reduc­
tion program  (see section 5) show it to  be slower than  or about as fast as 
the udiv_qrnnd_preinv1 macro of [GMP]. By applying some transform a­
tions to  the M odRed loop, it is possible obtain a more efficient multi-word 
reduction program.
T ransform ations
In the descriptions of the transform ations, the loop iterations employed 
to  reduce x  e  Z 2wn will be numbered n  — 1, n  — 2, ..., 0. For each i e  Zn , 
xi  will be defined as L^ Xxri mod 2w, so x  =  n=0 2wix i . The ModRed 
variables of each iteration i will get suffix i. We define r “  as 0. The 
inputs of iteration i are defined as vi =  r '+ 1 and ui =  x i . The value of r0'' 
is com puted in iteration 0, i.e. the last iteration. The value of r0''' equals
x  mod M .
At the end of each iteration i , ri''' is derived from r i'' using a conditional 
subtraction. The r”' value then  enters the next loop iteration  as vi-1  (if
i > 0). Because r” =  r”' V r” =  r”' +  M  and because r” < 2 rig M1, 
we can let vi-1  be defined as r"  instead of r " ' . T hat is because for 
all u e  Z2w and for all v e  Z2 ¡is m i such th a t v +  M  < 2 rig M1, it holds 
M odRed(M , C ( M ), v +  M ,u )  =  (2w(v +  M ) +  u) mod M  =  (2wv +  u) mod
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M  =  M odRed(M , C ( M ) ,v ,u ) .  By defining vi_ 1 as r"  instead of r ”' , one 
conditional subtraction  is saved per loop iteration (except for the last 
iteration) as was already suggested a t the end of section 3. Therefore, 
le t’s define rk  as 0 and le t’s define vi as r '+ 1.
After transform ing the loop by replacing vi =  r '+ 1 w ith vi =  r '+ 1, 
each loop iteration  ends w ith two conditional subtractions. Also, each 
loop sta rts  w ith a right shift of x i , which is preceded by loading xi  from 
memory. The instruction level parallelism is increased by moving the 
two conditional subtractions at the end of iteration i to  the beginning 
of the next iteration, i — 1. After this transform ation, the conditional 
subtractions can in principle be com puted in parallel w ith the right shift 
(and subsequent left shift).
Now h'i depends on h i and si , where h i depends on r '+ 1, which depends 
on r '+ 1, which depends on r i+1. On the other hand, si ju st depends on
x i . Therefore, it is likely th a t si will have been com puted well before h i . 
The conditional subtraction from r '+ 1 is then replaced by a conditional 
subtraction  from si . After this transform ation, the two dependency chains 
of the (new) components of h'i have equal lengths, increasing instruction 
level parallelism.
In the second conditional subtraction  of the resulting algorithm  there 
is a comparison between r ' and M . This can be optimized for some 
processors which take less tim e to  evaluate r' ' if r' < c th an  if r' > c, 
especially for values of M  close to  2 rig M 1_ 1 +  1. The transform ation is to 
replace M  by c =  2 rig M1. This does not cause overflows in the rest of the 
com putation. So, no ex tra corrections are needed.
After performing the four transform ations some ex tra equations have 
to  be added after the loop to  make up for the moved conditional subtrac­
tions. This results in the algorithm  M ultiRed given below.
For expressing the correctness of the algorithm  M ultiRed we need 
another auxiliary definition. C' e  { M  e  Z  | 1 <  M  < 2w_ 1} ^  
Zw x  Zw x  Z 2 w x  Z 2 w x  Z 2 w is defined w ith
C '(M )  =  (C (M ), 2 rigM1, 2w_ rigM1_ lMm\ m  mod 2w) (32)
where M  e  { M  e  Z  | 1 <  M  < 2w_ 1}. Using this definition we formulate 
the M ultiRed correctness theorem:
T h e o re m  4.1 (C o r re c tn e s s  o f M u lt iR e d )
V M  e { M  e  Z  | 1 <  M  < 2w_ 1} Vn e  N Vx e  Z 2 nw :
M ultiRed(M , C' ( M ) , n , x )  = x  mod M  (33)
4.1 P arallellization
It is possible to  com pute x  e  Z22 kw mod M  using the formula x  mod 
M  =  ((L^Xwi mod M ) • (2kw mod M ) +  (x mod 2kw) mod M ) mod M . 
The com ponents Lp w i and x  mod 2kw of x  can be reduced (e.g. w ith 
M ultiRed) in parallel, independently of each other. The value of 2kw mod 
M  can be determ ined w ith fewer th an  2 flg k ] low-word m ultiplications,
2 flg k] high-word multiplications, and 2 flg k ] reductions of integers in 
Z2rig m i+w by M e.g. employing ModRed. W hen k  is large, com putation 
of 2kw mod M  therefore only takes a small fraction of the tim e to  reduce 
the components of x . Reducing the components in parallel and combining 
the residues may then take only a bit more than  half the (wall-clock) tim e 
taken to  reduce the components after one another.
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A lg o rith m  2 MultiRed
In p u ts :  M  £ Z2w, p , t  £ Zw, M ', c, M '', £ Z2w , n  £ N, x £ Z2n 
O u tp u t :  M ultiR ed(M ,p ,t ,  M ' ,c ,  M ' ' , n , x )  =  r0'' 
where dn , r n £ Z 2w are defined with
d.n
rn
and where for i =  n  — l , n  — 2 , 0 ,  Xi is defined as | _ i  mod 2w and 
r i , s i ,s'i , s ' l ,h i ,h'i ,qi ,q'i , y i ,d i , r i £ Z 2w are defined with
(16)
(17)
ri+ i if di+i <  M
(ri+1 — M ) mod 2w otherwise
x i
Si =  L 2p i
s'i =  2psi mod 2w
si if r i' < c
(si — M ' ' ) mod 2w otherwises
hi =  (hi +  s'i) mod 2w 
, h iM '  ,
qi =  L - 2 ^ i
qi =  (qi +  hi)  mod 2w 
yi =  qi M  mod 2w 
di =  (si — yi) mod 2w 
ri =  (xi — y i ) mod 2w
and where r'0,r'o',r0'' £ Z2w are defined with
(18)
(19)
(20) 
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
r 0
r 0
r 0
ro
(r0 — M ) mod 2w
r o
(ro' — M ) mod 2w
r o
(ro'' — M ) mod 2w
if do < M  
otherwise
if ro' < c 
otherwise
if r o'' < M  
otherwise
(29)
(30)
(31)
hi =  2 r '  mod 2w
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5 Perform ance
The M odRed and M ultiRed algorithms introduced in section 3 and section
4 have been designed w ith efficiency in mind. To gain some insight in the 
algorithm s’ efficiency, we will compare run-tim es of implem entations of the 
algorithms, each allowing for moduli up to  2w - i , w ith run-tim es of the 
mpn_mod_1 function of [GMP], which uses the udiv_qrnnd_preinv1 macro 
allowing for moduli between 2w -i and 2w. A variation of mpn_mod_1 is 
also measured.
We benchmarked the reduction of a multi-word integer (in particular 
we took Y1 ¿=o^-1 (16807i mod (231 — 1)) • 2wi where s denotes the pro­
cessor speed in Hz) by several moduli smaller than  2w -i (in particular 
2w -i — i y 2^  i for each i =  1 ..^ysi — 1). Im plem entations of ModRed 
and M ultiRed were compared w ith an im plem entation (denoted as mm1) 
directly based on the mpn_mod_1 function from the GNU M ultiple Precision 
A rithm etic Library [GMP]
The mpn_mod_1 function uses the udiv_qrnnd_preinv1 macro which is 
based on an algorithm  of [GM94]. It can be employed to  reduce integers in 
Z22w by moduli M  £ Z  | 2w -i <  M  < 2w. The following equations reflect 
th a t part of the macro which computes r' =  (2wv +  u) mod M . Equations 
to  determ ine |_2 M+u i are not included because this quotient is not needed 
for com puting residues. In the pseudocode, M '  denotes |_2 M- i i —2w. The 
integers Y , Z , and Z ' are double words. W hen |_2Wi =  0, r  =  Z  mod 2w 
so y2W i does not really have to  be computed.
We also compared M ultiRed w ith w ith a variation m m 1’ of the mm1 
im plementation. We made this variation in order to  view the effects of 
some transform ations on mm1 th a t are analogous to  the transform ations 
on the M odRed loop to  obtain M ultiRed. Prelim inary performance mea­
surem ents indicated th a t M ultiRed can be considerably more efficient than  
ModRed, leading to  the expectation th a t m m 1’ is more efficient than  mm1. 
The mm1 im plem entation is transform ed to  the m m 1’ im plem entation by 
moving the last three equations ((e), (f), and (g)) of the mm1 loop body 
to  the front of the loop, and by pu tting  some operations in front of the 
loop and after the loop to  com pensate for this.
Note th a t mm1 and m m 1’ implement reduction of multi-word integers 
by moduli smaller than  2w - i , ra ther th an  by moduli between 2w -i and 
2w. To be able to  use the udiv_qrnnd_preinv1 macro, a double word is 
reduced by 2 w - ^s M1M  ra ther th an  by M  in each iteration  of the mm1 
an m m 1’ inner loops. The resulting residue in Z2w is reduced by M  to
(a)
q =  (q +  v) mod 2w
Y  =  q 'M
Z  =  (2w v +  u) — Y
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
r
Z ' mod 2w — M  otherwise
r  if r  < M
r M  otherwise
Z '  mod 2w if [ i =  0
' w (f)
r (g)
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obtain the final result. W hile this reduction may take a (costly) division 
operation, the num ber of loop iterations is rather large so the tim e spent 
by the division operation is ra ther small in comparison w ith the tim e spent 
by the loop iteration.
The benchmarks were carried out on two 64-bit processors: a 1.6 GHz 
AMD Turion* 64 X2 ML-50 [AMD], and a 2 GHz IBM P o w erP C  970FX 
[IBM]. 64-Bit processors are often employed in workstations and they 
are beginning to  emerge in personal computers. Even to  reduce a m ulti­
word integer by a 32-bit word, it is profitable to  use a 64-bit M odRed 
im plem entation on a 64-bit processor, as the num ber of 64-bit M odRed 
iterations needed to  reduce a 64n-bit multi-word integer is equal to  n, 
while the num ber of 32-bit M odRed iterations needed to reduce the same 
64n -bit multi-word integer is equal to  2n .
Each benchm ark was compiled w ith a version of the GNU C compiler 
[GCC], using option -O3 for high optim ization: gcc 4.1.2 w ith the Turion 
64 X2 ML-50, and gcc 4.3.0 w ith the PowerPC 970FX. The benchmarks 
were carried out on quiet systems, w ith no other processor, memory, or 
disk intensive tasks at hand. The benchm arks were repeated in the course 
of several days and at different tim es of a day.
The following table lists (average) numbers of clock cycles spent by a 
single iteration of four im plem entations for reducing multi-word integers 
by moduli smaller than  2w - i .
Turion 64 X2 PowerPC 970FX
mm1 24.5 40.6
m m 1’ 25.0 38.4
ModRed 24.0 47.6
M ultiRed 18.0 36.2
| bestmmi'iOO | / 1 0 0  
y bestModRedfamily i / 1.36 1.06
The performance measurem ent of M ultiRed shows only a small im­
provement (1.06) for the PowerPC 970FX processor. In our opinion this is 
caused by internal scheduling and instruction level parallelism  differences 
between the considered processors. It suggests th a t a different order of the 
calculations might give better performance on the PowerPC. After sev­
eral experiments we found a calculation sequence showing an improvement 
which is more alike the improvement found w ith the Turion. The calcula­
tion scheme does not only concern changing the order of the instructions. 
It also encompasses changes in the actual instructions employed and even 
in the num ber of instructions. For this reason it is justifiable to  give 
the resulting variant of M ultiRed a separate name -  M ultiRed' -  and to 
specify and verify the algorithm  separately. This variation of M ultiRed is 
described in the next section.
5.1 A  variation  o f MultiRed
The lower performance of M ultiRed on the PowerPC 970FX suggests th a t 
the first conditional subtraction  of its loop may be a bottleneck on some 
processors. It is possible to  apply a few transform ations to  the M ultiRed 
loop in order to  obtain an algorithm  which runs more efficiently on some
* AMD Turion is a trademark of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
t PowerPC is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation
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of those processors. Surprisingly, this involves the introduction of yet 
another conditional subtraction.
In each loop iteration, we determ ine f t =  x t mod 2^lg M  ^ (e.g. w ith 
(xt — st) mod 2w).
At the end of each loop iteration, we determ ine gt , which equals rt if 
f t  <  M , and (rt — M ) mod 2w otherwise. Instead of r t , we pass gt to  the 
next loop iteration  (if any).
Finally, we replace the comparison dt+ i <  M  w ith dt+i < c, which 
may lead to  a subtraction being carried out less often on average when 
c =  2 Tlg M1, like described a t end the end of section 3.
The correctness theorem  of M ultiRed ' much resembles the M ultiRed 
correctness theorem, once more using the function C ' defined w ith equa­
tion 32.
T h e o re m  5.1 (C o r re c tn e s s  o f M u l t iR e d ’)
WM e { M  e  Z I 1 <  M  < 2w _ i} Wn e  N Wx e  :
M ultiR ed'(M , C '( M ) ,n , x )  =  x  mod M  (52)
Below, we give the performance measurem ents including the new al­
gorithm  M ultiRed'.
Turion 64 X2 PowerPC 970FX
mm1 24.5 40.6
m m 1’ 25.0 38.4
ModRed 24.0 47.6
M ultiRed 18.0 36.2
M ultiRed '
bestmmi ioo
21.0 30.8
L bestModRedfamily J
The table shows th a t for the PowerPC M ultiRed ' indeed improves over 
M ultiRed as expected. For the Turion however, its performance is slightly 
worse than  th a t of MultiRed.
5.2 E valuation  o f perform ance m easurem ents
The benchm ark results indicate th a t im plem entation of M ultiRed and 
M ultiRed' can be profitable on processors of different kinds. It can also 
be seen th a t m m 1’ is not much faster th an  mm1. The PowerPC 970FX 
has no instructions to  divide 128-bit integers by 64-bit integers. The 
Turion 64 X2 has a 128-bit by 64-bit unsigned integer division instruction 
but its instruction for m ultiplying two unsigned 64-bit integers to  obtain 
a 128-bit result is much faster: the M ultiRed im plem entation ran  more 
than  four tim es as fast as an im plem entation using the 128-bit integer by 
64-bit integer division instruction. For these reasons, benchmarks using 
double-word by single-word divisions have not been listed in the table.
Besides on the num ber and kind of operations of an algorithm, the exe­
cution tim e of an im plem entation of the algorithm  depends on factors like 
instruction arities, num ber of registers, handling of constants, pipelining, 
the programming language, compiler, and compiler options. Because the 
efficiency aspects of these factors can hardly be formalized, benchmarks 
can be used to  measure an im plem entation’s execution time. Beware 
though th a t benchm ark results depend on uncalculated factors. In order 
to  determ ine the relative efficiency of ModRed, M ultiRed, and M ultiRed '
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A lg o rith m  3 MultiRed'
In p u ts :  M  e  Z2w, p , t  e  Zw, M ', c, M '', e  Z2w , n  e  N, x  e  Z2  ^
O u tp u t :  M ultiR ed '(M ,p , t ,  M ' ,c ,  M ' ' , n , x )  =  r'0' 
where dn ,gn e  Z2w are defined with
d„ =  0 
gn =  0
and where for i =  n  — l , n  — 2 , 0 ,  Xi is defined as | _ i mod 2w and 
r ' , s i ,s'i , f i , s ' i ,h i ,h'i ,qi ,q i ,y i ,d i , r i , gi e  Z2w are defined with
gi + l if di+l < c 
(gi+ i — M ) mod 2w otherwise
x i
Si =  L 2p i
s'i =  2psi mod 2w
f i  =  (xi — si) mod 2w
si if r i <  c
(si — M '')  mod 2w otherwise
hi =  (hi +  s'i) mod 2w 
, h iM '  ,
qi =  i
qi =  (qi +  h'i) mod 2w 
yi =  qi M  mod 2w 
di =  (si — yi) mod 2w 
ri =  (xi — y i) mod 2w 
g =  ri
gi =  (ri — M ) mod 2w 
and where r'0, rtf, rtf' e  Z2w are defined with
r 0 =
r 0 =
r 0 =
g0
(g0 — M ) mod 2w
r0'
(r0' — M ) mod 2w 
r0''
(r0'' — M ) mod 2w
if f i  < M  
otherwise
if d0 < M  
otherwise
if r0' < c 
otherwise
if r 0'' < M  
otherwise
(34)
(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49)
(50)
(51)
r =
s
hi =  2 n' mod 2w
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on processors of other kinds than  the ones m entioned in this section, or 
using compilers other than  the ones mentioned, the benchmarks should 
be carried out w ith those processors and compilers.
6 C orrectness proofs
W riting an algorithm  conform to a given specification is an error-prone 
task. Some errors may be found by testing an im plem entation of the 
algorithm  but typically some errors go unnoticed because they have only 
a very small chance of showing up in tests. A lgorithms involving integer 
arithm etic are no exception; to the contrary, they may contain errors 
which show up in an extremely small fraction of all possible tests. Such 
errors can be avoided by formally proving the correctness of algorithms. It 
is possible to  obtain a high degree of assurance th a t a “correctness proof” 
is not in error itself by constructing or checking it w ith a computer.
6.1 T he choice o f proof assistan t
Several com puterized proof assistants are available, e.g. Coq, PVS, and 
Isabelle. For a comparison see [Wie03].
We have chosen to  use the Coq proof assistant [Coq] here because it 
produces explicit proof term s which can be checked independently w ith 
a relatively simple proof checker. This satisfies the de Bruijn criterion, 
nam ed after the D utch m athem atician N.G. de Bruijn, who is considered 
to  be the principal founder of machine verification of formalized proofs. 
He emphasized the following criterion [dB70] for reliable autom ated proof- 
checkers: their programs must be small, so small that a human can (easily) 
verify the code by hand. We feel th a t the tru st which is required for m ath ­
em atical algorithms like M odRed is best obtained by using a proof checker 
th a t satisfies this criterion. Of course this does not give 100% certainty 
of correctness since to  a certain  degree, the correctness of the theorems 
proved w ith Coq depends on the correctness of the Coq im plem entation 
and of the correct operation of the com puter which runs Coq.
6.2 T he overall proof m eth od ology
The correctness of the ModRed, M ultiRed, and M ultiRed ' algorithms, 
defined in this tex t as theorem  3.1, 4.1 and 5.1, has been formally verified 
w ith a com puter [Rut], using the Coq proof assistant [Coq].
Before giving the essential parts of the proofs in section 6.3, we will first 
explain the methodology w ith which we m aintained the correspondence 
between the proofs in this paper and the Coq proofs. After th a t we will 
shortly discuss the overall structure of the proofs.
G uaranteeing th e  con n ection  betw een  com p u ter­
ized proof and paper proof
A computerized proof has a very high degree of reliability. It may however 
occur th a t the properties th a t are proven do not fully correspond to  the 
properties th a t have to  be proven. W hen this happens, the proof is not 
wrong bu t it is the wrong proof. There are many syntactical differences 
between the Coq level and a general m athem atical description. An error 
is easily made. Therefore we pay ex tra  atten tion  to  guaranteeing the
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correspondence between the two levels. Below we explain an approach to 
avoid discrepancies between the Coq proof and the m athem atical proof.
As an a ttem p t to  reduce the num ber of errors in the numbered defini­
tions and theorems in this text, we autom ated the translation  from Coq 
definitions and theorems to  numbered definitions and theorem s in this 
text. The translation  is performed by a straightforward P ython [Mar06] 
script.
All numbered (and some unnumbered) definitions and theorems in 
this tex t correspond w ith definitions and theorems w ritten in Gallina, the 
specification language of Coq. The definition of the M odRed algorithm 
is entirely included w ith equation 2 to  equation 13. Similarly, the entire 
definitions of M ultiRed and M ultiRed ' are included through equations.
In the correspondences, the set Z is identified w ith the Coq set Z, 
while sets Zn are identified w ith Coq sets Z_ n. To illustrate the corre­
spondences, let us recall the M odRed correctness theorem  3.1, expressed 
by equation 15:
V M  e  { M  e  Z | 1 <  M  < 2w -1} Vxx e  Z2rigm ^+w :
x
M odRed(M , C ( M ), |_— i , x  mod 2w) =  x mod M
In Coq, this theorem  looks like
Theorem ModRed_eq :
f o r a l l  (M : M set)(x : Z_ (2 * (Zlog_sup (Z_from_Mset M) + w ))) , 
_Z (ModRed
(Z_from_Mset M)
(C M)
(ex2w (_Z x /  2 * w) (xhex M x))
(ex2w (_Z x mod 2 * w) (x lex  (_Z x ) ) ) )  =
_Z x mod Z_from_Mset M.
Each expression ex2w z p  is shorthand for e x i s t  (in_Z_ (2 * w)) z p.
Such an expression represents a value z e  Z and a proof p  of the fact th a t 
z is an element of Z2w. The Coq expression _Z represents a “type conver­
sion” injection which remains implicit in equation 15 because most readers 
need not be reminded th a t Z2w is a subset of Z. Similarly, Z__from_Mset 
represents an injection from { M  e  Z | 1 <  M  < 2w -1} to  Z.
Structure o f th e  P roofs
The structure of the proofs closely corresponds to  the structure of the 
algorithms. The goal of the first proof is to  show th a t after the last step 
of the M odRed algorithm, the value of the result variable r ''' is equal to 
x  mod M , where x  =  2w v +  u. For each step the proof introduces a lemma 
th a t captures an essential property of the variable defined a t th a t step.
For instance, for equation 2 in the algorithm:
us =  —2p
we create the following lemma (which will be equation 53 in the proof):
x  mod 2w
s =  L 2p i
Using such lemmas the M odRed correctness theorem  is proved below 
in a bottom -up fashion.
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6.3 P ro o f o f th e  algorithm  ModRed, th eorem  3.1
In the rest of this section, the following assumptions hold for M , x l , x 0 e  
Z2w and p e  Z w : 1 <  M , M  < 2w -1, p  =  [lg M ], x 1 <  2P, and x  =  
2wx 1 +  x 0. The variables s to  r''' are defined w ith equation 2 to  equation
13.
At the beginning of the proof, the following identities are established.
x  mod 2w
s =  L— 2P— i (53)
s' =  x  mod 2w — x  mod 2P (54)
h  =  L Jw  i2 w^ p (55)
h' =  L 2P i (56)
q =  LLX i(L^  > i (57)
C entral to  the proof is to  show th a t q' has only two possible values:
I x \2P I x  \ 2P
q' =  L ^ M - i  mod 2w V q' =  ( L i — 1) mod 2w (58)
Equation 58 can be proved easily using equation 1. Equation 53 to 
equation 58 lead to  the following equations in turn:
| x |2P I X  I op
y  =  L i M  mod 2w V y  =  (L ^  iM  — M ) mod 2w (59)
x x  
d =  L jp i2 P mod M  V d =  L jp  i2 P mod M  +  M  (60)
r  =  (d +  x mod 2P) mod 2w (61)
r'  =  L Jp  i2 P mod M  +  x mod 2P (62)
r ' '  =  x mod M  V r''  =  x  mod M  +  M  (63)
r ''' =  x  mod M  (64)
Equation 64 immediately leads to  the M odRed correctness theorem, 
expressed by equation 15.
The correctness of the core of the M ultiRed algorithm  (eventually lead­
ing to  theorem  4.1) is largely proved in the same way as the correctness of 
the M odRed algorithm. The M ultiRed algorithm  applies this core w ithin 
a loop. The correctness of the loop is proved w ith natu ra l induction using 
an induction step expressed as follows, where fst(a,6) =  a, snd(a,6) =  b,
x i =  L i  mod 2w, and f ' ((di+1,r i+1) , x i ) =  (di , r i ), the la tte r definition 
assuming th a t M  and the com ponents of C ' ( M ) are given as inputs.
' id ,r  e  Z 2w'in e  N : P (M ,p ,d ,r ,  |_2(n+2)w \ , x n+1)n + 2) w -
P  ( M ,p, f s t ( / ' ((d , r ) , xn ) ) , snd(f  ' ( (d ,r ) , x n ) ) , I 2(n+1) • w J , x n )
The definition of this induction step is similar to  a loop invariant. It 
uses a predicate P  expressing the required relations between its arguments 
such th a t a t the end of the loop the required property holds. At the end 
of the loop, values of d and r  have been obtained such th a t P ( M , p, d, r ,
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L2W J ’ xo) holds. Because of this property of d and r, x  mod M  is easy to 
derive from d and r. The predicate P  is defined as follows.
P (M ,p ,  d, r, h, l) =  ( d _ L (h moi
V d L (h moi
V d =  L (h mo
V d =  L (h mo
))
A r d l
The induction step infers a property of
J2p mod M  
2- +  J2p mod M  +  M
-M )2w +1J 2p mod M  
-+ 1 J2p mod M  +  M
Proofs by induction usually employ a step where a property of n  +  1 is 
inferred from a property of n , bu t here the order of n  and n  +  1 is reversed, 
starting  w ith the highest nonzero word of x  and iterating through the 
words of x  until its lowest word is reached.
W ith  the M ultiRed' correctness proof (theorem 5.1), the slightly dif­
ferent predicate P '  defined as follows is employed in an induction step.
P ' ( M ,p ,d , r ,h , l )  =  ( d =  L(h mod2M)2'W +l J2p mod M
L(h mod2M)2" +l J2p mod M  +  M
(
V d
V d
V d
))
A r
L (h mod m +m ) ^ + i  J2p mod M  
L(h mod M2+M)2W +i j2 p mod M  +  M
(d +  l mod 2p mod M ) mod 2“
W
6.4 E valuation  o f P ro o f M eth od ology
We estim ate th a t the effort of producing the proofs was about 6 weeks 
full-time work. In our proof scripts, 272 theorems and lemmas are found 
at the tim e of this writing. The proof scripts are comprised of 2801 lines, 
am ounting to  142264 characters. The proofs employ large d istributed Coq 
libraries. We made numerous revisions and variations of our proofs, and 
in the course of tim e, due to an increased experience in proving, the size 
of the proofs, and the tim e to  construct them , shrank considerably. The 
lemmas and theorems were first proved in mind, then on paper, and finally, 
using Coq, on a com puter. The proofs in mind made implicit use of many 
properties of integers. The proofs on paper required these properties to 
be explicated.
During the proof process no errors in the algorithms were found. The 
Coq proofs provide the best possible tru st one can have in the correctness 
of these algorithms.
Many definitions and small lemmas th a t were needed for the proofs can 
also be used in other proofs concerning com puter arithm etic. To facilitate 
th a t, we placed the proofs and the more general definitions and lemmas 
they rely on in separate files on the Coq site [Rut]. This may serve as 
the first step in creating a large com puter arithm etic library for formal 
proofs.
7 R elated  work
W ith B a rre tt’s division-free m odular reduction algorithm  [Bar87], x  mod 
M  is com puted by first approxim ating L MM J w ith q =  LL a JL Mb J/bJ, for 
a =  d Llog^  MJ and b =  d Llog^  MJ+2, where d e  Z | d > 4. As can be seen
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in e.g. [BGV94], and in equations 1 and 65 of this text, it is also possible 
to  choose d =  2. The value of q =  LLaaJLMJ/bJ can be LMMJ, LMMJ — 1’ or 
LMMJ — 2 , as
+ x  L -  JL — J x
i y , b  e  Z+ i a  e  Z - i x  e  Z ab+a : L -  J — 2 <  L a , v J < L ~  J (65)
y b y
From the 3 possible values of q, it immediately follows th a t x  — q M  can 
be equal to  x  mod M , x  mod M  +  M , or x  mod M  +  2M . If M  > L J , 
the value of x  — q M  may be greater than  or equal to  2w, which means there 
may be a nonzero word overflow Lx—i M J. In th a t case, x  mod M  cannot 
be derived from (x — q M ) mod 2w just using at most two comparisons and 
two subtractions. In contrast, w ith equation 1 a similar overflow can only 
occur when M  > L^ J .
W hile B a rre tt’s algorithm  w ith d =  2 is based on equation 65, just 
like ModRed, it uses a =  2 Llg MJ and b =  2 Llg MJ+2 instead of a =  2 rlg M1 
and b =  2w . B a rre tt’s algorithm  is usually employed in multi-word in­
teger arithm etic, which is why it does not need to  take special mea­
surem ents to  avoid word overflows. Only the upper half of the prod­
uct L2h- mi JL2 (  ^ 1J needs to  be calculated in principle though. In 
the context of small moduli, the udiv_qrnnd_preinv1 macro of (version 
4.1.4 of) the GNU M ultiple Precision A rithm etic L ibrary [GMP] shows 
th a t the low word of L 2rl- M1 JL ^  g ¡M+ J need not be com puted at all for 
M  e  Z | 1 <  M  < 2w_1. A similar thing can also be seen in our ModRed 
algorithm.
One of the algorithms from [GM94] is for division and reduction of in­
tegers in Z22w by positive integers in Z2w. W hen the divisor is restricted 
to  the smaller domain { M  e  Z | 2w 1 <  M  < 2w } , some operations of this 
algorithm  need not be carried out. This leads to  the udiv_qrnnd_preinv1 
macro of [GMP]. The macro yields L MM J and x  mod M  for x  e  Z22 w 
and M  e  Z | 2w-1 <  M  < 2w . The algorithm  and macro employ 
L2 ^  g M+ + J mod 2w as a predefined value, in contrast w ith ModRed, 
which uses L ^   ^m + J — 2w , and in contrast w ith B a rre tt’s algorithm,
which employs L22<LlSMM> + 1) J.
The algorithms passed in review above are for reduction of certain  dou­
ble words, including products of two integers m , n  e  Z M . T h a t is because 
i x , y  e  Z m  : 0 <  x y  < M 2 <  2 rlgM 12w-1 < 2 rlg M1+w. Schrage’s algo­
rithm  [BFS87] is designed to perform  m odular multiplications m n  mod M , 
having inputs M  and m , n  e  Z M . It contains divisions rather than  high- 
word m ultiplications. W hen high-word and double-word m ultiplication 
instructions are not available (and thus have to  be em ulated in software), 
Schrage’s algorithm  may evaluate m odular multiplications more efficiently 
than  w ith the previously mentioned m odular reduction algorithms.
Some algorithms perform m odular multiplications w ith very special 
moduli, for example w ith M  =  231 — 1 [PRB69]. Such algorithms are 
much less generally applicable than  general m odular reduction algorithms 
but their implem entations can be much more efficient.
8 FUture W ork
Further transform ations may be of interest for investigation in the future. 
It may be possible to  replace comparisons w ith M  by comparisons with
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2^lg M1 in more places. This may require additional corrections at other 
places in order to  m aintain correctness. These corrections might influence 
performance negatively. Different variants will have to  be considered, 
correctness will have to  be proven, and performance measurem ents will 
have to  be done.
Recently, ideas for a new reduction m ethod have been communicated 
by Peter Montgomery on the GM P site ([GMP]). For many cases these 
ideas seem to incorporate an improvement. It is less clear yet whether they 
will also be an improvement for reducing relatively small large integers 
w ith moduli th a t are different for each call. As future work it seems 
worthwhile to  define and implement an algorithm  using these ideas as 
a starting  point, to  prove its correctness w ith a proof assistant, and to 
compare its performance w ith the performance of the algorithms proposed 
in this paper.
9 C onclusions
We have proposed an algorithm  -  M odRed -  for reduction of integers 
in Z2fig m ^+w by a m odulus M  on w-bit processors, where w e  Z+ and 
M  e  Z | 1 <  M  < 2w -1. We have also proposed algorithms M ultiRed 
and M ultiRed ' -  based on M odRed -  for reduction of multi-word integers 
by moduli M  e  Z | 1 <  M  < 2w- 1 .
W ith  m easurem ents on processors which provide relatively slow divi­
sions of double words by single words, we have shown th a t im plem enta­
tions of M ultiRed can sometimes be over 30% more efficient than  com pa­
rable im plem entations based on the algorithm  proposed by Granlund and 
Montgomery for division and reduction of an unsigned double word by an 
unsigned word. T h a t algorithm  applies to  larger moduli M  e  Z |  2w - 1 < 
M  < 2w as well, so w ith respect to  the algorithm, M odRed trades some 
generality for some efficiency.
The formal correctness of the algorithms has been proved w ith the aid 
of the Coq proof assistant. This gives a very high degree of tru st in the 
correctness of these algorithms th a t are expressed on the level of abstract 
machine instructions.
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